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History of Mathematics in S~ 
~1.Btoire ~~ mathematiques au Canada~ 
(with the Canadian Mathematical Society/avec 1" 
Societe Mathematique du Canada). 

Chairperson/president: Chandler Davis, University of Toronto 

G. de B. Robinson (Toronto): !~thematics in Torol\ro~\ 

Michael P. Closs (Ottaw,,): "The ritual use of nUlliber in the Ojibway 
medecine scrolls". 

J. Peter Denny (Western Ontario): "Eskin>:) and algonginan mathemaUcal 
conc.c'pts" . 

Louis Charbonneau (U.Q.A .M) : ''L' ",nBe1gnement des mathematiques dans 
leg colleges classiques du Quebec au 
19ii!me stilele". 

H:OO,·1.5:00 .c0ntributice !:!!p~s/C~~~". 

A-2890 

Chairperson/president: Charles V. Jones, University of Toronto 

Gio'Vanna Cifoletti (U~ de Montreal): f'Maximum et minimum chez Fer111at". 

M.A. 'Malik (Concordia) HA note on Cavalieri integration". 



15: 15-16: 30 Contributed Papers!Comrnunication",_ 

A-Z890 

Chairperson/president: Philip En,."", University of Toronto 

Roger Fischler (Carleton): "Division in extreme and mean ratio in 
greek mathematics", 

Charles V. Jones (Toronto): "The influence of Zono' s 
paradoxes on the development 
of ""'the .... tics". 

R.C. Gupta (1I.l.T., India): "The process of ,averaging 

15: 15--18: 00 

A- 1788 

in the hIstory of Mathematics". 

Taposes/Topos. (With the Canadian Mathematical 
avec 13 Societe Mathematique du 

Chairperson/president: Joachim Lambek, McGill. 

William Lawvere (SUNY, Buffalo): "Categorical dynamics". 

Philip Scott (McGill): "lntuitionise type theory and the 
full topos". 

Andre Joyal (UQM!); "What. is the significance of topas 
theory for mathematical logJ.c?" 

Michael Makkai (McGill): "The prime completIon of coherent 
topas". 

- Wednesday, jul.n 4,/"",rcredi Ie 4 jutn. 

9:30-11:00 Recent mathematics/mathematiques recentes 

A-2890 

Chairperson/president: B. Arthur Miller, Mount Allieon. 

Roy Ryde" (Humboldt St. U •• CalIfornia) "MardeU and the 
Manchester Scho"l of numbenh"ory". 

Francine Abeles, (Kea" College, N.S.j: "Apportionment and 
propor tional 
""rroUian 

Thomas M. Thompson, (Walla wslla CoIl., Washington): 

J~rror-correcting codes: 
~e beginningsli~ 

11:30-14:00 ~usine98 Meet!~ae8emblee Eeneral~ 

A-2890 
A light "",,,1 will lo", served/"" 
Invi.ted speaker/cotiferencier 

.l€ger sera servie_ 
RoC. Gupta OLl ,Ind!a): 
HA survey of the study 

and activities in 
of ID.athe'!;l1..'lties in 



14: 15-15: 15 Contributed_J'--'!£"E~iCo""""E1ca tions 

A-2890 

Chairperson/president: Jacques Lefebvre, U.Q.A.M. 

Victor J" Katz (U. of District of Columbia); "The change of variable 

/3 

formula - Eu1<.n: to Ostrogradsky". 

B. Arthur Miller (Mount Allison): "Fact or fiction? 
The infinite and the infinitesimal 
in 18th century mathematics". 

15: 30"-16: 30 l!tvited speaker /conferencier invite. 

A-2890 

Maurice L'Abbe (Conse!! des Sciences du Canada): 
'~ntreal at Ie developpement des 
mathematiques au Csnada et au Quebec". 

Nota Bene 

Please note that the Publishers' display of their books 1" located 
in the "Gal erie UQAH", Room J-R240, pavilIon JM! th-Jamllin (9 aill 
to 6 pm)/Les editeurs expo sent leurs livres Ii 18 f~lerie UQAM, 
local J-R240 du pavillon Judith Jasmin, de 9:00 h Ii 18,00 h. 

How to get published"/ An informal, question and ""swe1' "",.sion 
on: How to choose a publisher? How best to submit'3 Manuscript? 
How to get a grant? Thursday, June 5, Room J-1975. from 4:30 pml 
Comment Be faire publier? Une Simple seance d'information st de 
discussion aur: Comment choisir un" maiaon d'.,d1.tion? Quell'" 
est I .. meilleure manier .. de Boumettre un manuscrit7 Comment 
abtenir une subvention? Jeudl, 1e 5 juin il 16:30, local J-1915. 

Of int.erest to our .... mbership will be the s"ssions of CSIU'S to 
be held on June 5.6,7. Louis Charbonneau has ao""" copi .... of the 
program for those who may be interested/La Soci€te canadienne 
d 'hiBtoire et pM.losophie dee sciences Be reunie lea 5,6,7 juin. 
Le programme est di.sponible, II Buffit de Ie demander i Louis 
Charbonneau .. 

Louis Charbonneau haa elso one copy of the Canadian Association 
of Philosophy/Louis Charbonneau a une copie du programme de 
l' Association canadienne de philoeophie. 



FRANCINE AllELES 

ROGEll FISCHLER 
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App0;...tionll1eot and Proportional J{££E~ntation-,
A Carrollian View 

In Nove!l!ber, 1884 Charles L. Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) 
published The Principles of Parliamentary Representation. 
In it is his theory of apportionment based on his 
theory of proportional representation. Dodgson' 8 

approach to PR is an optimization scheme for minority 
representation and his approach to apportionment 
involves two exact quotas, one for determining the 
number of representatives according to the number 
of votes; the other for apportioning districts 
according to the number of votes. 

All acceptable apportionment methods must approximate 
proportionality by population, The method advocated 
by FR advocates in England in Dodgson's time is known 
as the Hare System with the Droop quota. Dodgson's 
method is not only an improvement over the Hare 
System, but is an independent formulation of what 
is known in modern apportionment literature as the 
Jefferson or D'Hondt or Greatest D~visors method. 
Politically the advantages of the Greatest Divisors 
Method are that it avoids a pitfall of PR of affording 
representation to "splinter" groups and it is not 
susceptible to the "Alabama Parado:x~" where a district 
loses a member when the size of the legislative body 
increases, Mathematically. the GO method is the 
unique, monotone, stable and balanced method that 
encourages coalitions. Curiously, these s t"engths 
of the GD method did not begin to be known until 
1921, 37 years after Dodgson published his Principles. 

Division in Extreme and Mean Ratio in Greek Mathematics 

Division in extreme and mean ratio is defined in Euclid 
VI, definition 3 and two approaches to the construction 
appear in II, 11 and VI, 30. There are several questions 
of interest including; the origin of the concept, the 
chronology of II, 11, IV, 11 and XIII, 8, the relationship 
with the concept of "applications of ar.eas" and the 
relationship to the discovery of lnco1lllll£!nsurability. 
Another aspect which is. of interest is the numerical 
computation of the value of the ratio. This paper will 
discuss the litterature dealing with these matters and 
present some of the author's views * 



R.C. GUPTA 

VICTOR J. KATZ. 

M.A. MALIK 

11.. RYDEN 
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In the history of mathematics, the use of average 
(A.M.) of two or more values has frequently 
yielded helpful 'results. This was especially BO 

in those cases in which the exact results were not 
known or were cumbersome to derive. However, 
averaging was considered so sirople~ practical, and 
effective that it was often adopted even at the 
cost of accuracy when exact results were not out 
of easy reach, e~g., in the case ~f the fo:nl1u1a 
h(a+o+c}/3 for the area of a drum shaped (double
trapezium) figure. The paper deals with several 
cases of computation of areas, volumes, sqWlre~'" 
roots, etc. t where the average played a role. 
In aome cases the interpretations are quite 
inter .. "UIlg. 

The Change of 1:.eriabl" Formula - Euler to o..tro&rada!q 

It is well-known that Euler "as the first to us,. tM 
change of variable fo:t1!!ula for multiple integrala. 
His method of proof and his "",Uvatian, however, do 
not seem to be mentioned in the literature. Gi~ll 
that: x and yare functions of t and v, Euler tried 
the obvious formalism of calculating dx and dy in terms of 
dt and dv and multiplying the terms together. When 
he realized that this method could not work, he 
developed another formal method which gave him the 
correct answer. Lagrange and Laplace~ among others, 
soon made the obvious generalization to three 
variables and Ostrogradsky, somewhat later, to any 
number of variables. Meanwhile Gauss had already 
begun tM proces" of showing bow Euler's original 
formal multiplication could be made to work, .. 
process completed by Cart"" in his work on differential 
forms around 1900. 

A Note on Cayalieri 1ntesrnt1on 

In 1635 Bonaventura Cavalieri established 

(k+l)Exk = ck+l ; a result equivalent to 

f~ xkdx = ck+1/k+l. The reault for k = 2 

ia the crucial one in tbe discussion but 
'the argument presented by Cavalieri is 
stated in a confW'lingly verbose geometric .. 1 
ter.mInology'. In this note, w'" present 
a proof of this assertion following the 
method as of Cavalieri. 

}-~~u and The Manchester School of Number The~ 

During the thirties Mordell built up a strong 
school of number theory at the University of 
Manchester. Amongst those active there were 
Davenport, Mahler, and Heilbronn. A brief 
investigation of this productive school wHI 
be made. 



G. de B. ROBINSON 

'LN. rnOMPSON 

Mathematics in Toronto 

A history of one of the most important 
departments at Canadajs largest 
university~ 

1. Background and Early Years 
2. 1843-76 R. Potter, R. Murray, 

J. B. Cherriman 
3. 1876-87 James Loudon 
4. 1887-1919 Alfred Baker 
5. 1919-34 Alfred T. deLury 
6. The Operation of the Department and 

its Graduate Studies 

j6 

7. 1934-45 Samuel Beatty and John L. Synge 
8. 1945-52 Samuel Beatty 
9. 1952-58 Irving Pounder-Changing Times 

10. 1958-68 Daniel B. DeLury 
11. 1968-75 George F.D. Duff 
12. 1975- Frederick V. Atkinson 

Error-correcting codes: The beginnin~8 

The purpose of this paper is first to describe, 
after a brief introduction to coding, the early, 
unpublished work of R.II. Hamming. This, in turn, 
is followed by the introduction of M. J.E. Golay, 
whose work was inspired by that of Hamming through 
the example of the Hamming (7,4) perfect code dted 
by C. E. Shannon in his claseie treatise on information 
theory. The priority controversy between Hamming 
and Golay which ensued because of Hamming's delay 
in publishing due to patent considerations is 
discussed in the last section. 


